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REPRESENTATION OF VECTOR VALUED
NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS
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VICTOR J. MIZEL and k. sundaresan

Abstract. A representation theorem for "additive" nonlinear functionals on

spaces L"(ii) is here extended to "additive" nonlinear functions from Lebesgue-

Bochner function spaces L%(¡x) (E a separable Banach space) into Banach spaces B. A

counterexample is provided to show that the restriction to separable E is essential.

Let (X, S, fi) be a measure space, B be an arbitrary Banach space, and F be a

separable Banach space. Let ME be the vector space of F-valued Bochner measur-

able functions on X. A function F: ME^>B is said to be additive if F(x+y)

= F(x) + F(y) whenever x,yeME with (almost everywhere) disjoint supports.

More specifically we are concerned with continuous additive functions defined on

the associated LE spaces (1 ^/>^co) of Bochner /^-integrable functions. The main

problem that arises here is to characterize the additive functions on LE(p.) -> B

which admit an integral representation of the form F(x) = jx <p(x(¿¡), |) dn(£) where

9 is required to satisfy certain conditions related to those occurring in the theory of

nonlinear integral equations, Krasnosel'skiï [5]. Several authors considered this

problem when both E and B are the real line, R. See for these and related results

Mizel [6], Mizel and Sundaresan [7], Drewnowski and Orlicz [2] and Woyczyñski

[11]. It will be seen that the case E=R, p = co is the crucial one. Once the results

are available for this case then, by straightforward techniques, one can handle the

general case of F: LE((Î) -> B (\^pS 00).

The present study is motivated by the following considerations :

1. The representation theorems in [6] and [2] are false in the 5-valued case even

for E=R. We furnish an example in §3 justifying this assertion.

2. The results in this paper are applicable to investigations based on Lebesgue

(pseudo) differentiability of vector valued additive set functions as well as to

investigations based on Radon-Nikodym differentiability of such functions. They

also provide a sufficient condition that certain types of vector valued random

processes have continuous sample paths.

3. Integral representations of the type considered here have, for the case of

functionals (i.e. B=R), already been studied extensively when the functionals are
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112 V. J. MIZEL AND K. SUNDARESAN [September

linear (Edwards [4, Chapter 8]), and our methods provide an alternate proof for

certain of the latter representation theorems (see §4).

The techniques that are adopted in the proofs of various assertions are very

similar to those in [6], [7], and [2], apart from the use of the general Radon-

Nikodym theorem established in a recent paper of Rieffel [10], and of a theorem of

Phillips on Lebesgue differentiation.

The paper is divided into four sections. In §1 after recalling the notations and

definitions we proceed to establish the representation theorem for P-valued

additive functions on Lr(p) and to deduce from this theorem the representation

theorems for the case of Lr(p), 1 ̂ p < oo. In §2 we introduce the Carathéodory

differential of a 1-parameter family of additive set functions and obtain a necessary

and sufficient condition for the differentiability of such a family in this sense. In

§3 we provide an example illustrating that the theorems in [6] and [2] are not true

in the P-valued case even when B is a separable Hubert space and E=R. In §4 we

point out how the results of §1 can be extended to the case of an arbitrary separable

Banach space E.

1. Representation theorems. In the sequel (X, 2, p.) is a complete a-finite

positive measure space unless otherwise specified and B is an arbitrary Banach

space. R is the real line. Lœ(p.) is the space of equivalence classes of essentially

bounded (real-valued) measurable functions x, with the norm ¡x|

= ess sup{|x(f)| | ¿j e X}. =Sfg is the collection of Bochner/»-summable P-valued

functions on Xand LB (1 ^p < oo) is the corresponding Banach space of equivalence

classes of /»-summable functions.

A function <p: Rx X'—*■ B is said to be a Carathéodory function on X to B, in

short <p e Car (X; B) (Car B when the measure space is understood), if <p(c, ■) is a

Bochner measurable function for each real number c and <p(-, £) is a continuous

function for all | outside a /i-null set. A function F: Lcc(p) -> B is called additive

("orthogonally additive" accordingto [2])if F(x+y) = F(x) + F(y) for x, y eL^ip,)

with disjoint support, i.e. x.y = 0 p.a.e. Given a finitely additive set function

G: S -> B having finite variation, the variation of G on a set £eS is denoted by

V(G)(E). If {Gt}teR is a one parameter family of finitely additive set functions on

S and d, S are two positive numbers then Vd(8, G) denotes the quantity

Vd(8, G) = sup 2 KtGfc.-Gfc. )(/•<)
i=l

where the supremum is taken over all ordered «-tuples, k£1, of pairwise disjoint

measurable sets {Ex,..., En} with h\, h2 e[ — d,d] and |AÍ —A2I ̂S, l^i^n. The

family {Gt} is said to be locally uniformly continuous in variation provided

lim(S_>0+ Vd(8, G) = 0 for every d>0. Finally, if Pis an additive function on L°°(/i)

and A is a real number then Fh will denote the finitely additive set function on S -*■ B

defined by FK(E) = F(hIE) where IE is the characteristic function of P.
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We recall certain concepts concerning vector valued set functions studied in

detail in [10]. The average range of an additive set function G.l^B on a

measurable set E, 0 < ¡x(E) < co, is the set

AE(G) = {G(E')^(E') \È'eX,E'<=E,0< (jl(E')}.

A set function G has locally almost compact average range if whenever £eS,

0<(jl(E)<cc, and £>0 then there exists a measurable set E0<^E such that

(ji(E—Eo)<s and AEo(G) is a precompact set in B. (See Proposition 1.12 on p. 472

in [10].)

Before proceeding to the representation of the additive functions we state

several useful lemmas.

Lemma 1. If F: Fœ(/u.)—*- B is an additive function such that {Ft}teR is locally

uniformly continuous in variation then F is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets

of simple functions.

Proof. Let S be the subspace of F°°(/¿) consisting of simple functions. Let

d>0 be a fixed positive number and Sd={x \ x e S, ||x||œ^d}. The hypothesis on

Fin the lemma implies that for each e>0 there exists a positive number 8(e) such

that if S^S(e) then Fd(S, F)^e. Let now x, y e Sd be such that \\x—j> || *, ̂  8(e).

Thus there exists a finite collection of pairwise disjoint measurable sets {Fj}1SiSn

such that x = 2 aJE¡, y = 1.biIE¡ with |a¡ — b¡\ S 8(e). Thus

|F(*)-FO0|| ^ 2 IKF^-F^ÍFOII Í t ViFz-F^iEi) < e.
¡ = i i=i

Remark 1. (a) The converse of the assertion in the preceding lemma is false,

i.e. the uniform continuity of F on bounded subsets of S need not imply that

{^í}¡6B is locally uniformly continuous in variation. This is discussed at the end of

the example in §3.

(b) For convenience of reference we note that iff: X-> B is a function in LB

and if, for each Eel., G(F) = J£/d/x then K(G)(F) = J*£ ||/(£)|| o>(£). For a proof

of this fact we refer to Dunford and Schwartz [3],

Lemma 2. If' <p\ Rx X'-> B is a Carathéodory function on X to B and Tel. has

finite measure then corresponding to any three preassigned positive numbers 8, e and

A there exists a measurable set M, and a positive number r¡ such that (1) p-ÍM) ¿ S

and i2) for all (eT~ M, \\<pit,$)-<pit',{)\\^eif\t-t'\ív, \t\, \f\£A.

Proof. Let us define a sequence of measurable sets {Xn}ntx as follows:

Xn = {t\t,t'e[-A,A], \t-t'\ g l/«=> ||<p(/, 0-<p(t',0\\ ^}-

If {ia'n, b'n)}iiX is an enumeration of all rational number pairs in [ — A, A] such that

\a\i-b\i\-¿\¡n then

*n = n {f i m<4 o-<p(bi an = °}-Nn,
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where Nn is a subset of the null set in X for which <p(-, f) is not continuous. Thus

Xn is a measurable set for all n^l. Since <p(-,£) is uniformly continuous on

[-A,A] for almost all f it follows that p.(T~\JnS1 Xn) = 0. Since Xn f P there

exists an integer A^ such that /¿(P~ AV) ̂  S and, for all $ e XN, \\<p(t, £) — <p(t', £)|| ^ e

if i, i' e [ — /4, /4] and \t —1'\ á 1/A. Choosing for M and 17, A^ and 1/A respectively,

the proof is completed.

Remark 2. We note that the dependence of M on the given e is inessential.

Actually the set M could be chosen independent of £ and A, by utilizing sequences

{An}, {«»}, {S„} with An -> co, £n -> 0, and 2 S„ < 8.

This is easily seen from the proof in the next lemma.

Lemma 3. Let f: R -> ¿£\ where ¿£\ is the space of all B-valued Bochner integ-

rable functions on X and for each t e R let Ft denote the indefinite integral off(t).

Then if the family {Ft}teR is locally uniformly continuous in variation there exists a

function <p e Car B such that, for all t,f{t)(t;) = <p(t, |) almost everywhere.

Proof. As a first step we verify that, for each positive number d,ft(t;)=f{t, f) is

uniformly continuous on the set of rationals Qd<^ [ — d, d] at all £ outside a /¿-null

set. Let e > 0 and let

An = {i\ there exist tx, t2 e Qd with \tx-t2\ S \\n and \\f(tx, $)-f(t2, 01 ^ *}•

It is verified that {An} is a nested family of measurable sets. Further lim p.(An) = 0

as n -> 00. For if\imp.(An)^=0 there exists a positive number a such that ¡x{An)^a.

Given 8 > 0 let n be chosen so that 1 \n ^ 8. Let {(/?', q')}t ¿x be an enumeration of all

rational pairs in Qd x Qd such that \pi—qi\ S 1/« and let

41-{£| ll/(p¡,0-/(a',ail fc«}.
Let Cn + 1 = An+1~{Jj&i A{. Thus aá/x(/ín) = 2r=i p(Cn). Let A be so chosen that

ST.! /x(C')äa/2. Now 2f.1 Jc, ¡/((p«, 0-/(a<, Oil MOZaeß. Hence by Remark
1(b) it follows that Iim,¡_0+ Fd(8, P)^0. That is the family {Ft}teR is not locally

uniformly continuous in variation contrary to the hypothesis. Thus if As = f]nÈ x An

then p,(As) = 0. Now let Bd={JmiX Allm. Then p(Bd) = 0 and if ¿¡$Bd,f(-, £) is

uniformly continuous on the set Qd. Let us extend the function/(•, £) at each

f <£ Pd to a function <pd(-, £) where 9?d(-, I) is a continuous function on the interval

[ — d,d]. Such a function is uniquely determined by/(-, $) since Qd is dense in

[-d, d]. Let now <p(-, 0 = Unii9>n(-, I) for £ e Ar~UnilPn, and <p(-, |) = 0 for

í e Unai -^n- Since /¿(Unii Pn) = 0 it follows that for all rational numbers t and

foi$iunèXBn,f(t)(i) = <p(t,$).

From this it follows that Ft(E) = $E <p(t, g) o>(0 for all PeS and f e R. For let

í e R and let ?n be a sequence of rationals such that tn -*■ t. From the local uniform

continuity in variation of {Ft}teR it follows that (see Remark 1(b))

f   \\f(tn,O-f(t,O\\dp-(t)^0.
Je
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Thus the functions fitn, ■), and therefore the functions cpitn, ■) are uniformly

bounded in LB norm on F and in addition have the property that their indefinite

integrals are uniformly absolutely continuous (Theorem 6, p. 122 in [3]), i.e.

)u 11/(0(011 dp.iO-^0 for U^E as M(i/)^0, uniformly in n. In addition, the

functions <pitn, ■) satisfy <p(in, f) -> (pit, |) a.e. Thus by Vitalli's convergence

theorem [3, p. 150], equicontinuity being clear,

F¿E) - f fit, 0 d(,iO = lim f /(*„, i) dût)
Je Je

= lim f 9itn, 0 dpfä =  f vit, i) dp-iO-
JE JE

Since this holds for all Eel, <p(t, Ç) =f{t, f) a.e. which completes the proof.

Remark 3. Lemma 3 has an obvious interpretation in probability theory. It

provides a sufficient condition that a F-valued random function ("stochastic

process")/on the real axis, with values fit) in 3?\iX), be equivalent to ("have a

version as") a 5-vaIued random function <p possessing almost surely continuous

sample paths. On the other hand this condition is not necessary, as is seen by the

following example with B = R and with A^the interval O^f^l with Lebesgue

measure. We take

fit, 0 = cpit, 0 = r\ \{-2t\<t,

= \t-2t\-ikit,0, |¿-2í|of,

where A: is a smooth function on Fx[0, 1] —{(0, 0)} which is identically 1 for

|f-2í|á3/2í and identically 0 for |f-2f|£2f. Then with h\ = 8ß, h\ = 0 and
Fi = (28/3, 8) one deduces that Kd(8, F)äl for all 8. (Conditions of a different

type are discussed in [15, Chapter III].)

We next proceed to the key representation theorem of the paper. We state as

separate theorems the necessary and sufficient conditions guaranteeing the

representation.

Theorem I. Let F be an additive function on Lxip) into a Banach space B such

that

(1) x„-> x boundedly a.e. => ||F(xn) — Fix)\\ ->0,

(2) for each real number t, Ft has almost locally compact average range,

(3) for each real number t, K(F¡) is a finite measure,

(4) the family {Ft}teR is locally uniformly continuous in variation.

Then there exists a function <p e Car B such that for all xeL^ijx) the function

<P o xi£)=(pixi$), f) is in L\, and

Fix)= f cpixiiXOdnit).
Jx

Further such a representing function <p can be chosen to satisfy <p(0, $) = 0for i a.e.

and is then unique up to sets of the form RxN where N is a ¡x-null set.
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Proof. Condition (1) implies that for each real number t the set function Ft is

countably additive. Thus Ft is a P-valued measure. By the "main theorem" and

the remarks on p. 479 in [10] our conditions (2) and (3) imply that for every real

number t there exists a function ft e 3?\ uniquely defined up to null sets such that

Ft(E) = jEf(i)dp.(i) for all £eS. Since the family of set functions {Ft}teR satisfy

the conditions in the preceding lemma it follows that there exists a function

<p e Car B such that for all real numbers t and for all sets P e E

Ft(E) = F(tIE) =  f 9{t, 0 dp,(i).
Je

Thus by additivity of F, if x is a simple function, P(x) = Jx <p(x(£), 0 dp,(£)- Let

now x eL°°(jl¿). Then there exists a sequence {xn}näl of simple functions in Lx(p.)

such that ||xn —x]|„„ —>0 and xn(0—>x(f) a.e. Since <p e Car B it is verified that

<p(xn(f), |) -> <p(x(£), 0 a.e. Further, condition (4) on F together with the fact that

fe}nïl is a Cauchy sequence in Lay(p.) implies that {<p(xn(Ç), 0}nsi is a Cauchy

sequence in LB. Hence it follows that J*x <p(xn(£), 0 dp.(i) -> Jx <p(x(Ç), f) d/n(f).

Thus by condition (1) P(x) = |x <p(x(¿¡), i)dp-(i)- Note that by the construction

#,i)=0a.e.

For the proof of the uniqueness assertion in the theorem observe that for any

<P e Car B giving a representation of F similar to that provided by the above

function ç>, one has

Ft(E) = F(tIE) =  f <p(th(t), 0 dp.(0
J x

=  Í (<P(t, 0-9*0, O) dp.(0+ í <P(0, O dp.(t).
Je Jx

Thus, since P(0) = 0 it is necessary that (1) J"x <p(0, £)d/x(£) = 0, ancj (2) for each

t e R, tp(t, ■) — 9XO, •) is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of Ft. The requirement that

91(0, -) = 0 a.e. thus implies that y(t, C) = 'p(t, 0 for each rational / and each € $ N0

where N0 is a null set. It then follows by definition of Car B that 9^ = 95 except on a

set RxN, as asserted.

We proceed next to establish the converse of the preceding theorem.

Theorem 2. Let <pe Car B be such that (1) ç>(0, 0 = 0 for f a.e. and (2) the

function 99 o x(O = 9*x(0, f) is in LB for all x eL™(p). If for x eLco(p.) one defines

F(x) = jx<p(x(t),0dp.(0

then F is an additive function satisfying the conditions (1) to (4) of the preceding

theorem.

Proof. Let {xn}nS1 be a sequence of functions in L'a(p.) such that xn(f)-**(£)

boundedly a.e. Note that if >jj(t, £)= ||ç>(i, Oil then tfieCarR and the function
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x —> ip o x maps L^ifj.) -> L1(p.). Thus by the proof of Theorem 1 in Mizel [6] it

follows that

||ç>|| oxn = i(i°xn-^<p°x= \\<p\\ ox   in L1^) norm.

Hence the indefinite integrals J" <p(xn(f), $) dp-($) are uniformly absolutely con-

tinuous. Moreover 9 ° xn -*■ y ° x a.e. Thus by Vitalli's theorem (Dunford-

Schwartz [3]) \\F(xn)-F(x)\\ -^0. By the main theorem in [10] it follows that F

satisfies conditions (2) and (3). We proceed to verify (4). Using Remark 1(b) it can

be seen that it is enough to verify that the mapping x -» <p ° x of LK(p) into L\ is

uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of simple functions in Lcc(pS). Assume

now the following: (A) there exist positive numbers d and a and two sequences of

simple functions {xn}, {yn} such that ¡xn-J?»j|»ál/», IWI», |b„||°o^d, but

¡x \W° Xn-<P° yn\\ d(j.^a for all n. Let us consider first the case in which (A", S, pi)

is a finite measure space.

Let 8X >0 be so chosen that if Eel, p.(E)<28x, then j"£ ||<p<> xx — q>°yx\ di¿¿a/3.

Such a 8X certainly exists since the indefinite integral J" ||99 ° xx— <p°yx\\ dp. is

¿¿-absolutely continuous. Corresponding to the pair of real numbers (S1; aß(i(X))

it follows from Lemma 2 that there exists a measurable set Sx and an integer n2

such thatp.(X-Sx)^8X and for $eSlt \\cpit, Q-<p(t',£)\\ ¿aßp.(X) if \t-t'\ ^ \\n2,

\t\, \t'\ isd. Hence by the choice of {xn}, {j^} it follows that jx_s \\<p ° xn2 —y ° yn2\\ dp.

S2a/3 and $x_s ||ç> ° xx — 95 ° yx\\ dp.^aß. Thus if S2 = X—SX then Si, S2, nx= 1

and «2 satisfy

Il9,0*ni-930>'n1|| £ fa, ^ ||ç> o xrtl—95 °^nJ| ^ ia,

l^ox^-ipoj^ll £ fa,       ^(s2) ^ 8X ̂  i/i(Sx).
Js2

Suppose we have selected functions {*„,}, {jnJ and measurable sets Su If^i^k,

as well as positive numbers 8¡, l^i^k—l, such that

(a) KSOáSi-iáWi-i),
(b) FeSand/x(F)^2Si => j£ ||<p°xni-<p°j'„t| d/u.^a/3, and

(c) is, ll9,0^ni-<P°Jni|| dn^laß.

Let now 8fc be a positive number such that for Eel if (i(E)^28k then

Je ||<p ° ^nt —<P ° Jvll dp. ■¿aß. Let nk + x>nk be so chosen that there exists a measur-

able set T0, e-(X~To)úh, and for ¿eT0, \\<p(t, 0-«p(f', f)|| uaßy^X) if |r-r'|

^ l/«fc+i and t,t' e[-d, d]. Let Ar~F0 = 5'fc+1. It is verified that

\W°xnk+1-cP°ynk+1\\dp.^2aß,

\\<p°xnk-<p°ynJdn¿ aß

and

KSk+l) =  5tS irl(Sk).
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Thus there exist sequences of functions {xnJ, {jnJ, of corresponding measurable

sets {Si}, and of positive numbers S¡ such that the conditions listed as (a), (b) and

(c) above hold for all ij£ 1. Further it is verified that

¡xl  (J   S\ ú 2p,(Sk+1) Í 28k.
\l > k +1      /

Hence if Rk = Sk~\Ji=k+x St then {Rk}k>1 is a disjoint sequence of measurable sets

and from (b) it follows that

(*) Í   \\9°Xnk-9°ynk\\dp.^~
Jr* j

Let x=Ifcaí xnJRk and y=ZkiX ynkIRk. Since <p{x)-<p(y) is in LI, \\9(x)-<p(y)\\ is

/x-summable. However, the inequality (*) clearly contradicts the summability of

the function ||9>(x) — 9>O0ll- Thus the theorem holds for /x(x)<oo.

Let more generally p.(X) = oo and assume that there exist sequences as described

in (A). We proceed to construct subsequences {xnJ, {ynic} and a sequence of disjoint

sets {Rk} of finite measure such that \Rk \\<p ° xnic — <p ° ynk\\ dp. > a/2. Let Rx be a set

of finite measure such that J"B \\<p ° xx — <p ° yx\\ dp,>a/2. The existence of Rx is

assured by (A). Then the result for the case p-(X) < oo implies that, for n2 sufficiently

large, j"Bi |¡9> ° x„2 — <p ° ynJ\ dp, < a/2. Hence there exists a set R2<=X~RX,

0^/x(P2)<oo, such that JB \\<p o xn2 — <p ° yn2\\ dp.>aß. Again since p.(Rx u R2)<co

our earlier result implies that for n3 sufficiently large JBlUÄ2 \\9 ° xna — <p ° ynJ\ dp.

<a\2. Hence there exists a set R3<=^X~(RX u R2) such that p.(R3)<co and

Ík3 \W ° xn3 — 9 ° yn3\\ dp.>a\2. Proceeding we arrive at sequences of functions

{x„k},{ynk} and disjoint sets {Rk}kèX as claimed. It is clear that if x=^kiX xnJRlc

and j = 2fcgi ynkhk then ||ç3 ° x — <p ° y || is not ^-summable, contradicting the fact

that x -*■ (p o x maps P™^) -*■ L\. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

The representation result established in the preceding theorems can be carried

over to the Banach spaces Lp(p), 1 ̂ p<co, of equivalence classes of/»-summable

real valued measurable functions, and this is done in Theorem 3. The proof is

similar in details to that of Theorem 2 in [6] and hence the details are not supplied.

Note that since p<<x>, Ft is now defined only for sets of finite measure.

Theorem 3. Let 1 ̂ p<co. Suppose that (X, 2, p.) is a a-finite measure space and

F: Lp(p) -> B is an additive function satisfying

(1) F is continuous on L"(p,),

(2) for each real number t, Ft has almost locally compact average range,

(3) for each real number t and each T e S satisfying p.(T) < oo, V(Ft)(T) < oo,

(4) for each TezZ satisfying p,(T)<co, {Ft}teR when restricted to subsets of T is

locally uniformly continuous in variation.

Then there exists a function <p e Car B such that the mapping x -> <p ° x takes

L"(p) into LB, and for x e Lp(p.)

(*) P(x) =      cpox dpi.
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Moreover 95 can be taken to satisfy (a) 9(0, ■ ) = 0 a.e. and is then unique up to sets

of the form RxN with N a null set in X.

Conversely for every <p e Car B such that (a) holds and the mapping x -*■ y ° x

takes L"(p.) —> L\, the formula (*) defines a B-valued additive function F satisfying

the conditions (1), (2), (3) and (4).

2. C-differentiable additive set functions. Motivated in part by the classical

Lebesgue theorem on the derivatives of additive set functions, several authors

have studied the differentials of vector valued additive set functions. See for

example Clarkson [1], Pettis [8] and Phillips [9]. For convenience of reference we

state here a theorem in [9] after recalling pertinent definitions.

Let G be an additive function defined on the class S of Lebesgue measurable

sets in (0, 1) into a Banach space B. If $ e (0, 1) then a vector/(f) e B is said to be

the derivative of G at i if limHa)_0 || G(J)¡p(J) —f(£) || = 0 where / is an arbitrary

interval containing i and p. is Lebesgue measure. If the derivative exists at almost

all points $ e (0, 1) then G is said to be (Lebesgue) differentiable and the function

/which is defined a.e. is called the derivative (pseudo-derivative according to [9])

of G. If G: PxE—>P is a function such that G(t, ■) is a differentiable additive

function with/ as the derivative then G is said to be Carathéodory differentiable

(C-differentiable) if there exists a null set N such that for all f <£ N the mapping

t->/(£) is a continuous function onÄ^fi. We proceed to state Theorem 8.1 of

[9], which characterizes differentiable set functions of finite variation, in a partial

form suitable for our purpose.

Theorem [Phillips]. A sufficient condition that an additive function G on

measurable sets in (0, 1) to a Banach space B be differentiable and of finite variation

is that G be a Bochner integral. G is then the Bochner integral of its derivative.

We proceed to state the next theorem after establishing a lemma. Throughout

this section p. is Lebesgue measure on (0, 1).

Lemma 4. Let F be an additive function on Lx(p.) into a Banach space B. Suppose

xn^-x boundedly a.e. implies ||P(xn) — P(x)|| ->0. Then the following statements

are equivalent :

(a) The function F satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3) and (4) in Theorem 1.

(b) IfG-.RxH-^Bis the function G(t, E) = F(tIE) then G is C-differentiable.

Proof. If P has property (a) then by Theorem 1 there exists a function <p e Car B

such that F(tIE)=(E <p(t, f) d/i(f). Hence by Phillips theorem, for each real number

t, G(t, ■) is differentiable at f, p, a.e. Since <p e Car B it follows that (a) => (b). Next

let us assume F satisfies the condition in (b). It follows that there exists a function

<p e Car B such that for all simple functions x

(*) F(x) = f      <p(x(0, 0 dp.(0.
J(.0, 1)
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Since F is continuous relative to bounded convergence a.e., proceeding as in the

proof of Theorem 2 the equation (*) is verified for all xeL™(p). But then it follows

from Theorem 2 that P has all the properties stated in (a).

From the preceding lemma we deduce the following representation theorem.

Theorem 4. Let F be an additive function on Lx(p.) -> B satisfying the condition

(I) in Theorem 1. Then F admits an integral representation with a kernel y e Car B if

and only if the function G in (b) of Lemma 4 is C-differentiable.

3. An example. In this section we discuss an example to show that the

representation Theorems 1 and 3 are false if we drop the hypothesis (4) on the

additive function P. This also shows that in the preceding representation theorem

we need the C-differentiability of the function G.

Example. There exists a continuous additive function P: Lco(p) -*■ H, where

the measure space is the unit interval with Lebesgue measure and H is a separable

Hubert space, such that F satisfies the conditions (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 1 and

is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of P°°(j¿). However, Pdoes not admit

an integral representation with a kernel <p e Car H.

Let In denote the rectangle (1/2", l/2n_1] x (0, 1] in the cartesian plane for nï: 1.

Let {Jnm}XSmS2n be a subdivision of/„ into 2" rectangles where

/l      1   1    /ffl-1   ml t ^       . „„

Next for each pair (n,m), n^l, l^m^2n, let Gnm be a continuous real valued

function on Px(0, 1] satisfying the three conditions listed in (I) below:

(a) support   0nm <= interior Jnm,

r       Í2~n + 21~n    \ 1
(i) (b) J enm (z   y   , i) dp.(0 = iy

(c) o ^ om(t, a ^ 2.

Let {enm}, n^l, l^m^2", be an orthonormal system in the Hubert space H.

Define <p: R x (0, 1] -> H as follows:

(II) 9 = 2 e™®™-
n, m

Thus ç> is continuous except at those points (A, £) with A = 0, and is identically zero

on {(-co, 0]u [l,co)} x(0, 1].

We proceed to show that the function P: Lœ(p.) -*■ H given by

(HI) F(x) =  f     r x(f) d/x(f)
•UO.l]

where <p ° x(f) = 9>(x(f), f) satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3) of Theorem 1 but not (4).

Since it is readily verified that F is additive we proceed to show P satisfies con-

dition (1). We note first that the function <p ° x is Bochner measurable whenever x
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is a measurable real valued function. This follows by the same argument used for

<p's in Car H, once one restricts attention to the support of x. Moreover since, by

(I)(c), ||93 o x(f)|| ¿2 it follows that <p o x is Bochner integrable. Now for each e>0

there exists an integer A such that

<p ° x dp.
JlO.ll

< e/3    whenever \\x\\m ^ 1/2".

For according to (II)

\<P o x dp. = 2 Cnmenm,       Cnm ̂  0,
J niN+l:l£mS2"

where

and

Cnm = f     Gnm(x(è), 0 dp.(è) S 2p.(Enm)

Enm = {è\(x(Ç),t)Ejnn}

= {f I x(0 e (1/2", l/2"+1]} n ((#»-1)/2\ m/2"].

Since the Fnm are disjoint and (J Fnm<=(0, 1] it follows that

2 Cnm ̂ 2/*((0, 1]) = 2.
ngW + l;lSmS2"

Moreover by (I)(c)

Cnm ̂  2/*(((m-l)/2*,«/2»D ^ 2"N,

since n^A+1. Thus

112
<p o x dp.

Jco.i]
2     c2múi-N2c^ = ^-\

n6W + l:lSmg2"

which in turn is less than e/3 for sufficiently large A.

Suppose now that the sequence {xn} in Lx'(p.) converges boundedly a.e. to

xeL'Qi). Since <p(h, £) = 0 for h<0, it follows that F(x) = F(x+), F(xn) = F(x¿),

and hence we may assume that x and {xn} are nonnegative. With A as in the

preceding paragraph, select a real number h0, 2~N~1<h0<2~N, such that x~1({h0})

is a null set. Then with x', x", x'n, x"n defined by

x = Ar/x-i([fco>00)), x   = xIx-iao,ho-,-)

Xn = ■*„/*-^[Äo, 00))) X„ = ^nFt-1([0,h0»»

the following relations hold: x'n ->*' boundedly a.e., \\xn\\x, \\x"\\a>ú2~N. Thus

\\F(xn)-F(x)\\ í ||F(x;)-F(x')|| + ||F(x:)|| + ||F(x")||

iS2e/3+||F(X)-F(x')|,
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by definition of N. Noting that <p restricted to [2_w_1, oo) x [0, 1] coincides there

with a Carathéodory function, we deduce from Theorem 2 that \\F(x'n) — F(x')\\ -> 0.

Thus for sufficiently large n, ||P(xn) —P(x)|| <e, which shows that condition (1)

holds.

Since for each real number t the set function Ft is a Bochner integral, it follows

by the main theorem in [10] that conditions (2) and (3) hold.

However, P fails to satisfy condition (4). For from (I)(b) it follows that if

An=i(2-«+21-") then j \\<p(hn, f)-f<0, 611 d/x(i)=J flrfA», 0\\ MO = 2n-1/2*= 1,
although An -*■ 0.

Let now M be a positive real number. We wish to show that P is uniformly

continuous on the ball SM = {x | xeL°°(p), \x\x^M}. If Pis not uniformly con-

tinuous on S m then there exist two sequences {xn}, {yn} with ||x„—jn||oo ->0 and

\\F(Xn) — F(yn)\\ >e for some positive number e independent of«. As above, we

can assume that xn, yn are nonnegative. Select N as in the preceding paragraphs.

We decompose each of the functions xn, nal, as xn = x'n + x'n with x'n, x„ having

disjoint supports A'n and An. Here ¡x^ll^ ^-|2~w and x'n(i;)>\2~N for all f in its

support A'n. Define yn=ynIA>n, yn=yn-y'n- Then for n sufficiently large 0^yñ<2~N

and y'n^$2~N on A'n. Now consider

l|p(xn)-p(Jn)|| û ||p(x;)-p(X)|| + ||p(x;)|| + ||p(^)||

u2eß + \\F(xn)-F(y'n)\\

by definition of N. Let us examine the last term. Now x'n,y'n'¿18 = \2~N on A'n.

Noting that <p restricted to [8, co) x (0, 1 ] coincides there with a Carathéodory

function we deduce from Theorem 2 that \\F(x'n)—F(yn)\\^-0, leading to a

contradiction.

Since Pis uniformly continuous on the sets SM and yet does not satisfy condition

(4), we see that the converse of Lemma 1 fails (see Remark 1(a) in §1).

4. Representation of additive functions on LE -> B. In the present section we

give generalized forms of the preceding representation theorems, namely the

theorems which occur on replacing the real line R by an infinite-dimensional

separable Banach space E.

Let (X, 2, ¿Li) be a complete a-finite positive measure space and E, B be two

Banach spaces. As already noted LE (1 ̂ p < oo) is the Banach space of equivalence

classes of E- valued Bochner measurable functions/on A'such that the real valued

function x->- ||/(x)||p is p-summable. Similarly LE is the Banach space of equiv-

alence classes of P-valued Bochner measurable functions / with the norm defined

by ll/ll =ess supxeX ll/WII- A function y>: Ex X-> B is said to be in the uniform

Carathéodory class relative to E on A"-»- B, in brief 9 e U—Car (E, B), if <p(e, ■)

is a P-valued Bochner measurable function for each vector eeE and y(■, £) is

uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of E for all $ outside a p,-nu\l set. Given

a/?, l^púoD,<pe U— Car (E, B) is said to be in U— Car" (E, B) if the composition

operator x -»■ 95 ° x where 95 o x(£) = 9>(x(£), £) maps L§ into LB.
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Before proceeding to the main theorem of this section let us note that the follow-

ing properties of the real line R were used in the proofs of the theorems in §1. (1)

The separability of the real line was used in the proof of Lemma 3 preceding

Theorem 1. (2) The local compactness of the real line was involved in the proof of

Theorem 2 in order to conclude that the functions <p(-, f): R—>B are uniformly

continuous on bounded subsets of the real line. With the aid of these observations

it is easily verified that the theorems stated in §1 remain valid (exactly as formulated)

when R is replaced by any finite-dimensional Banach space EC). On the other

hand, for the infinite-dimensional case we have the following result. [In analogy

with the terminology in §1 we let Fe denote the set function defined on 1 -> B (or

only on sets in 1 of finite measure) by the equation Fe(M) = F(eIM).]

Theorem 5. Let (X, 1, p.) be as in Theorem 1, let E be a separable Banach space,

and let B be an arbitrary Banach space. Let F: LE^- B (l^p^oo) be an additive

function satisfying the following conditions:

1. For each vector e e E the set function Fe which carries sets in 1 of finite measure

to B has almost locally compact average range.

2. For each eeE,ifTEl, p.(T)<co, then V(Fe)(T)<co.

3. On each set T of finite measure, the family of set functions {Fe}eeE is locally

uniformly continuous in variation.

4. F is continuous relative to LE norm, if p < oo, and is continuous with respect to

bounded a.e. convergence ifp = oo.

Then there exists a function <p e t/-Carp (E, B) such that

(*) F(x) =      <p ° x dp.   for x e LPE.
Jx

Moreover w can be taken to satisfy

(a) <p(0,  ) = 0   a.e.

and is then unique up to sets of the form ExN with N a null set in X.

Conversely, for any <pe U— Car" (E, B) satisfying (a), (*) defines an additive

function from LE^ B satisfying conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The proof of Theorem 5 is very similar to the proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 and

is easily supplied with the aid of observations (1) and (2) in the paragraph preceding

the statement of the present theorem. Hence we omit the details.

As noted earlier, when B = R the following result for linear functionals appears

as a corollary. Here E* denotes the dual of F, and a function/: X^* E* is said to

be weakly measurable provided that (a) for some null set A the w*-closure of

f(X~ N) is separable in the w*-topology, and (b) f~ 1(G) is measurable for each

w*-open set G^E*.

(*) Likewise for the theorems in [6] and [2].
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Theorem 6 (Dieudonné [13], [14], Edwards [4, Theorem 8.20.3]). Suppose

that E is a separable Banach space and F is a continuous linear functional on LE,

where l^p<co. Then there exists a function f mapping X into E* that is weakly

measurable and such that

(a) F(x) = \(fx)d,  for each x ELI,

11*11 = [il/llP'^l1/P,    where l//>' + l//> =1,   p > 1,
(JO u

= ess sup ||/(-)II»      P = 1-

Conversely any weakly measurable function f for which the right-hand side of (ß)

is finite defines, via (a), a continuous linear functional F on LEfor which (ß) holds.

In order to obtain the proof we develop certain preliminary results.

Lemma 5. If F is a continuous linear functional on LE, where 1 ¿p<co, then F

satisfies conditions I, 2, 3, 4 of Theorem 5.

Proof. Since F is linear it is verified that F is an additive function on LE -> R.

Thus for each vector e e E, Fe is an additive set function on sets F e 1 such that

(i(T) <oo. LetlT={T n M \ M e1}. Since Fis continuous andF(0) = 0it is verified

that Fe\lT is /¿-absolutely continuous. Hence by the (ordinary) Radon-Nikodym

Theorem and the main theorem in Rieffel [10] (for real measures) we infer that F

has properties 1 and 2. Condition 4 holds by hypothesis.

We proceed to verify condition 3. Let Tel, p.(T)<oo, and e>0 be given. Let

8 = e/||F||jii(F)1,,'(l +e). Now suppose {Fj}1SiSn is a measurable partition of T and

fell s, in, {ei}igisn in F satisfy [|et—ej|| ̂ 8. Then by the definition of the variation,

there exist partitions {Ti¡}Xijímt of the {T¡} such that

2 v(Fe-Fei)(Ti) ï (i+*)22iF<.(r«)-f¥r«)i
(1)

= (l+e)2\Fet-ei(Tii)\-
i.j

Let

Then

(2)

P = {(i,j) I 1 S i á n, 1 £ j û m, and F,,.^,) ^ 0},

Q - {(i,j) \ 1 á / á n, 1 $J * m, and F,,.^^) < 0}.

2 ̂ ..-.¡(t-«)! = 2 ¿wr«)- 2 *vá)

= f( 2 («¿-¿u-«- 2 te-MÙ
Vl.«eP (i.fleO /

^ ¡F||8(2m(Fíí))1/p.
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It follows from (1) and (2) that

2 V(Fe¡-eu(Ti) ±¡ (\+e)\\F\\(p,(T)y»>8 < e.

Hence P satisfies condition 3.

Lemma 6. If for some <p e U—Car" (E, R) the functional F defined on LE by

F(x) = jxV(m,OMO

is linear, then there exists a p,-null set N and a w*-measurable function f: X^ E*,

with ||/(-)|| p.-measurable, such that <p(e, £)=/"(0(e) for e e E, Ç $ N.

Proof. Since F is linear it is verified that if A e X, p,(A) < oo, then for any two

vectors e, e' e E,

f 1<e + e', £)dp.(î) = F((e + e')IA) = F(eIA) + F(e'IA)

= £ 9(e, 0 a>(0 + £ <p(e', i) dp.({).

Hence by the uniqueness of Radon-Nikodym derivatives it follows that <p(e + e', £)

= (p(e, $) + <p(e', f) a.e. Since E is separable and 99 e U— Car (E, B) it is further true

that there exists a /n-null set Nx such that for all £ $ Nx, and for any pair e, e' e E,

<p(e + e', Ç) = 9(e, £) + <p(e', £). It follows from this that, for £ fÉ Nx, <p(ce, ¿¡) = ccp(e, f)

whenever c is rational. Hence, since the rationals are dense in R and <p e U

— Car (E, B) one has that for all e e E and all c e R, <p(ce, f) = c<p(e, f) for f outside

a null set N=>NX. Moreover, without loss of generality we can assume A^to be such

that y( •, £) is uniformly continuous for £ $ N. Thus if/(f) is the function on E -> R

defined byf(£)(e) = (p(e, £) then/(£) e E* for all £ $ N and, by redefining <p so that

(p(E xN) = 0, we can assume that /(£) e E* for all £ e X. Further for each e e E,

f(-)(e) = fp(e, ■) is a real valued measurable function on X. Thus since Pis separable

it follows from Proposition 8.15.3 of [4] that/: Ar->- E* is a w*-measurable function

and that the function f-> ||/(£)|| is a real valued measurable function.

Proof of the theorem. By Lemma 5, F satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.

Hence Phas a representation of the form (*) with 95 e U— Car" (E, R). By Lemma 6

this yields the formula

F(x) = jf(0(x(i))dp,({)

with/: A"-> E* satisfying the measurability conditions stated in the lemma.

We now proceed to verify equation (ß). Let Un be the closed ball in E* of radius

n («^ 1). Let Cn be the measurable set/-1(f/„). Then Un si Cn= A" and/|Cn is a

w*-pointwise almost uniform limit of a sequence of countably valued functions
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{/j}iSi with support (ln)cCn. This follows from the metrizability of Un in the

w*-topology since by its measurability/is almost separably valued. Utilizing this

fact it is easy to show that there exists for each positive e a countably valued func-

tion xn: X-^E with support in Cn and unit Fg-norm such that

¡Fll £/X*") £ [£ ||/||p']1P (1-0,      P> 1,

^ ess sup ||/(0||(1-0,       F=l.
c„

It  follows from this that   ||/|| eLpR'   and   \\F\\"' = jx\\f\\'' dp.  (for p=\,   \\F\\

= esssup ||/(0||)-

For the converse note that i£ f: X~*-JS* is a w*-measurable function and

ix \\f\\" dp.<oo (for p=\, ess sup |/(0|| <°o) then the function <p: ExX-+ R

defined by <p(e, f) = </(f), e) is in U—Car (E, R). The verification that <p e U

-Car" (E,R) and that the linear functional F:LE-+R defined by F(x)

=J (f(0(x(0)y dp.(f) is continuous and satisfies (j8) follows by the methods of the

preceding paragraph.
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